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mindset matters!
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When talking about nutrition and healthy 
eating, it may feel strange to first discuss 
mindset. But if we don’t have the right 
ATTITUDE about change, no matter how much 
we may want different results, we aren’t going 
to make progress.

It is key you realize that CHANGE IS HARD. It’s 
going to take some time to learn a new way of 
eating. Remember: there will be a learning 
curve. You don’t have to be perfect. You might 
slip up here and there, but that’s ok! You only 
fail if you give up.

Give yourself the time and space to learn the 
basics of nutrition and how to implement them 
in your life in a way that works for you.

If you want new, better results, you’ve got to 
be willing to risk “failing” – and you’ve got to 
be prepared to make the hard changes.

Basics First
Often people want to jump in 
and start dieting without 
understanding the basics of 
nutrition. If we want lasting 
change, we need to first focus on 
mastering the basic foundational 
pillars of health.

If you’re just starting your health 
journey, don’t be overwhelmed 
by this list. Start with 1-2 habits, 
work to master them, and get 
them on autopilot so you’re 
automatically doing them 
without thinking.

Once you have those habits 
mastered, introduce a new one to 
work on. Before you know it, 
you’ll be doing all of them!

WHICH HABITS CAN YOU 
WORK ON RIGHT NOW?

Pick a couple of things with the 
largest return on investment and 
get started. Some of the big ones 
are sleep, fiber, steps, protein, 
and regular exercise.



Foundational HabitsFoundational Habits

Let’s talk about Calories
I’ve heard people say, “a calorie is just a calorie.” While that is to some extent true, how our body 
UTILIZES that calorie can dramatically impact, the results we get from our diet (whether we want to 
gain muscle, lose weight or just better fuel our sport).

While a calorie may be a simple measurement of energy, the TYPE of calorie can impact how full 
you feel, the results you get, and your overall health.

This is why it’s key we pay attention to our macronutrients, or macros for short. The amount of 
caloric intake that comes from each macro can change how those calories impact your body.

Each macro has a different function, which impacts how your body runs as well as the number of 
calories you burn while at “rest.”

When you start by focusing on macros to dial in your caloric intake, you can make sure 
you’re giving your body what it truly needs!

Before you pick a macro ratio based on your goals, you need to understand the 
benefit of each macronutrient! Every successful diet boils down to MACROS.
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Consume a minimum 
of 25-35 grams of 

fiber daily 

Prioritize 8-10 hours 
of sleep daily

Drink tons of water. 
Daily water intake: 

Bodyweight in pounds / 
2 = oz of water needed

Net 7,000-10,000 
steps daily

Journal, take time to 
meditate, and focus on 

reducing stress 
wherever possible 

Get outside, enjoy nature, 
spend time stretching, 

and do things you enjoy

Consume mainly real, 
whole foods. Try to 

minimize fast food + 
processed foods

Aim to get 1-2 cups 
of veggies at every 

meal and 2-3 servings 
of fruit per day

Aim to keep caffeine 
consumption to 200-300 

milligrams or less per day

Support digestion + gut 
health by eating lots of
fruits + vegetables & 

hitting water/fiber goals. 

Lean into daily practices
of self-care and self-love

Exercise frequency line 
up with goals. Check out 

our workout programs 
on the MyQFit App! 



Too often though we focus only on 
eating more or less, instead on where 
those calories are coming from.

Honestly, this is why so many of us are 
constantly “on a diet” or searching for 
something new:

because results aren’t just about calories 
in vs. calories out, but about what TYPE 
of calories we are consuming.

If we take the time to focus on where 
those calories are coming from (the 
macros we are consuming), we can get 
better results faster and MAINTAIN 
those results long term.

The thermic effect of quality foods, the 
satiating effect of specific macros, and 
the nutrient-density of specific foods, 
play a part in how our calorie intake 
affects our results – and the deficit we 
need to reach those results.

The type and quality of our calories 
DOES matter, especially for 
long-term adherence.
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1 GRAM OF PROTEIN
CONTAINS 4 CALORIES

1 GRAM OF CARBS
CONTAINS 4 CALORIES

1 GRAM OF FAT
CONTAINS 9 CALORIES

IF YOU EAT MORE 
THAN YOU BURN, 
YOU’LL GAIN WEIGHT.

So...what are macros?
Macronutrients, or Macros, are the 
nutrients we need in large quantities - 
the proteins, carbs, and fats that 
make up the foods we eat.

Manipulating how many of our 
calories come from each macro can 
drastically change the results we see 
and how we fuel our bodies. 

The amount of each macro we 
consume can even impact how many 
calories we really need and the 
calorie surplus or deficit we create.

SO HOW 
MANY 
CALORIES 
ARE IN A 
GRAM OF 
EACH 
MACRO?

YES...
CALORIES 
100% 
MATTER.IF YOU EAT LESS THAN 

YOU BURN, YOU WILL 
LOSE WEIGHT.
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The 3 Macronutrients The 3 Macronutrients 

Protein helps us build muscle, 
carry good body composition, and 
keeps us satiated and full. Protein 
is key if we want to improve our 
performance, lose fat, gain muscle 
and stay healthy and active 
as we get older. 

Consuming adequate amounts 
of protein is key to helping our 
tissues repair, rebuild, and 
remain healthy.

Historically, this is the macronutrient 
people tend to skimp on most, 
despite it arguably being the most 
important of the macros. 

The physical act of training and 
exercise is catabolic: we’re actively 
breaking down tissue in an attempt 
to positively adapt. Adequate 
protein consumption is key in 
assisting positive adaptation, so we 
can look good and maximize our 
time spent in the gym!

We generally recommend you get 
between 1 and 1.25 grams of 
protein per pound of body weight. 

For a male weighing 200 pounds, 
this would be between 200 and 
250 grams of protein daily 
(200 x 1 = 200; 200 x 1.25 = 250).

Proteins For Your Diet:
Beef, Chicken, Cottage Cheese, 
Eggs/Egg Whites, Fish, Greek 
Yogurt, Pork, Turkey, Protein Powder

PROTEIN



CARBS
Carbohydrates are delicious, help 
fuel workouts, support recovery, 
and assist in digestion (due to their 
fiber content). Carbs are also vital 
for optimal thyroid and 
hormone function.

We love seeing people consume 
400-600 grams of vegetables and 
200-300 grams of fruit per day. 
This is about 5-6 heaping cups of 
veggies and 2-3 cups of fruit. The 
more colorful and varied your 
diet is, the better!

A Note on Fiber:
Fiber is the indigestible part of 
plant foods – it passes through our 
digestive system unabsorbed. 
There are two types: soluble fiber 
and insoluble fiber. As fiber passes 
through our system, it scoops up 
toxins, waste, cholesterol particles, 
and excess hormones ¬– all while 
pushing food through the 
digestive tract.

High Fiber Foods:
Avocados, bananas, berries, black 
beans, chia seed, chickpeas, 
flaxseed, instant oatmeal, lentils, 
sweet potato, whole grain 
pasta/bread/tortillas, etc.

Fiber Goal Suggestions: 
Most people seem to do well when 
consuming around 25-35 grams of 
fiber each day.
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The 3 Macronutrients The 3 Macronutrients 



FATS
While some believe that consuming 
carbs will make you gain belly fat, 
others believe fat will make them fat.

When, in fact, consuming enough 
healthy fat may aid your weight 
loss efforts! 

From keeping our hormone levels in 
balance to helping us feeling fuller and 
more satisfied between meals, 
consuming enough fat in our diet is key 
if we want to lose weight.

Getting enough fat can also keep our 
joints healthy, which can help us get 
more out of our workouts.

In terms of health benefits, healthy fats 
are essential because they:

+ Support a healthy metabolism
+ Promote proper absorption of 

vitamins A, D, E, and K
+ Promote hormone production
+ Support a healthy 

immune system
+ Promote optimal cell signaling
+ Keep tissues such as your skin 

and hair healthy

Fats To Be Included In Your Diet: 
Coconut oil, Butter (REAL!), Avocado 
and Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO), Fish.

Keeping between 20-35% of our 
calories coming from fat can lead to 
great aesthetic results, including fat 
loss, while promoting optimal health 
and energy levels.
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The 3 Macronutrients The 3 Macronutrients 



Even if we don’t pull the specific micronutrient 
data on all the foods, we can easily say off the 
top of our heads that the Iron, B Vitamins, 
Vitamin K, Vitamin C, Zinc, and Selenium are 
OFF-THE-CHARTS high in the second meal. 
The first meal? Not so much!

So how do we go about incorporating nutrient 
density into our daily nutrition? We’ve spent 
many, many years focusing on this, so we 
know the answer is a lot less complex than a 
lot of people make it. Just keep your food real.

Think in terms of protein from 
animal/ocean-based sources; carbs from 
starches like potatoes, oatmeal, rice, and 
quinoa (in addition to fruits and veggies); 
and fats from extra virgin olive oil, real 
butter, and coconut oil.

Don’t pigeonhole yourself to a restrictive 
diet, as so many others have; instead, focus 
on keeping your food real, fresh, and nutrient 
dense. Your body NEEDS those vitamins 
and minerals just as much as it needs the 
carbs, fats, and proteins. Neither works 
without the other!

Implementation: Make sure your nutritional 
intake consists predominantly of fresh, whole 
foods. Animal and ocean-based proteins 
should be purchased as fresh as possible and 
cooked on low heat. Include a variety of fruits 
and vegetables in as many meals as possible. 
Opt for low processed fat sources. 
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NUTRIENT DENSITY
Nutrient density is officially defined as “the 
micronutrient profile, in amount and quantity, 
that is included in a food item,” or put simply, 
“the vitamins and minerals in food.” 

We spend a LOT of time focusing on macros 
(carbs, fat, protein), but it is just as important to 
consider the micronutrient density of what 
you’re eating, too.

Just how important, you might ask? Consider 
the following scenario:

Imagine you have two separate meals. They are 
isocaloric (they both have the same number of 
calories) and have the same macro makeup.

The first meal consists of:
Tofu, Ramen Noodles, Vegetable Oil

The second meal consists of:
Filet Mignon (lean only), Asparagus, Olive Oil

Which of these meals is “healthier”? The 
second meal, right? But the question that begs 
to be asked is: Why?! Some folks can’t answer 
that, but we can: without a shred of doubt, the 
answer is nutrient density. 

Food Quality
As with everything, balance is key. Our approach to nutrition entails an equal emphasis 
on food QUANTITY as well as food QUALITY.
 
In this section, we hope to raise your awareness regarding food quality. You, can make 
your own choices as to which foods you include among your macronutrients. However, 
you also need to be conscious of how you feel after consuming certain types of food.



Food Quantity

formulas

Now that we know what to eat, how 
do we figure out how much to eat? 
Tracking and monitoring is the most 
precise method. This will require 
some patience and diligence for at 
least a week.

Tracking and monitoring involves 
precisely measuring your caloric 
intake and body weight over a week. 
To start, track your food/calorie 
intake and body weight every day for 
7 straight days. Then, at the end of 
the week, you determine your 
average caloric intake for those 7 
days, as well as the difference in 
body weight from the start to the 
end of the week.

If you lost weight, we know that 
you are in a calorie deficit. If you 
gained weight, we know that you are 
in a calorie surplus. Suppose that 
you gained 1 pound in that week. 
This means that you are in a surplus 
of approximately 3500 calories for 
the week, or 500 calories daily 
(3500 calories ÷ 7 days = 500 
calories per day).

Finally, if you didn’t lose or gain 
weight, we know that you are eating 
at approximately maintenance-level 
calories. So, if you consumed 3500 
calories daily for 7 days and didn’t 
gain or lose a pound, we know that 
3500 calories is your base for 
determining weight change.

Once you complete your week of 
tracking and monitoring, you’ll have 
a good understanding of your 
current caloric needs and know how 
to move forward appropriately based 
on your personal goals.
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If that seems complicated, don’t 
worry: there are many online 
calculators you can use. One we 
recommend is www.tdeecalculator.net. 
Enter your gender, age, weight, 
height, activity level, and body fat %.

The TDEE calculator isn’t perfect, 
and certainly can’t take into account 
all the things that uniquely make 
you YOU, but it’s definitely another 
good starting place.

By either of these formulas or by 
tracking or monitoring, we should 
now have a pretty good idea of 
what your caloric intake should 
be. Now comes the fun part: it’s 
time to move onto the 
macronutrient prescription.

The classic “multiplier” formulas are as follows:

# OF CALORIES TO LOSE WEIGHT
BW x 10 to 12 = fat loss calories

(you’ll lose weight if you 
consume this many calories)

# OF CALORIES TO MAINTAIN WEIGHT
BW x 13 to 15 = maintenance calories

(you’ll maintain your current weight 
if you consume this many calories)

# OF CALORIES TO GAIN WEIGHT
BW x 16+ = weight gain calories

(you’ll gain weight if you
consume this many calories)



NON-STARCHY 
VEGGIES:
+ Artichoke 
+ Artichoke Hearts 
+ Asparagus 
+ Beets 
+ Brussels 
+ Broccoli 
+ Cabbage 
+ Carrots 
+ Cauliflower 
+ Celery 
+ Eggplant 
+ Greens (no iceberg) 
+ Hearts of Palm 
+ Jicama 
+ Leeks 
+ Mushrooms 
+ Onions 
+ Peppers 
+ Radishes
+ Sprouts
+ Squash (summer)
+ Swiss Chard
+ Turnips
+ Zucchini

COMMON STARCHY 
VEGGIES:
+ Acorn Squash 
+ Butternut Squash 
+ Parsnip 
+ Pumpkin 
+ Quinoa 
+ Spaghetti Squash 
+ Sweet Potatoes
+ Winter Squash
+ Yams

HIGHER SUGAR 
FRUITS:
+ Banana 
+ Cherries 
+ Grapes 
+ Kiwi
+ Mango 
+ Oranges
+ Pineapple
+ Plums 
+ Tangerine

PROTEIN SWAPS:
+ Chicken 
+ Eggs 
+ Fish 
+ Lean Beef
+ Pork
+ Protein Powder
+ Turkey

FAT SWAPS:
+ Avocado (1/4 avocado) 
+ Coconut Oil, 1 tsp. 
+ Large Black Olives (8)
+ Nut Butters, 1 tsp.
+ Olive Oil, 1 tsp.
+ Salad Dressing, 1 tsp.

LOWER TO MEDIUM 
SUGAR FRUITS:
+ Apple 
+ Apricots 
+ Berries 
+ Cantaloupe 
+ Grapefruit 
+ Peaches
+ Pear
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Exchange a Macro for a Macro:

PROTEIN 
FOR A 

PROTEIN

CARB 
FOR A 
CARB

HEALTHY FAT 
FOR A 

HEALTHY FAT

FRUIT 
FOR A 
FRUIT

VEGETABLE
FOR A 

VEGETABLE
(men should add an extra 
protein serving each day)

ways to personalize
your plan



FAT is the second 
macronutrient that 
you will assess. 
You find your ideal 
fat intake as a 
percentage of 
your total calories. 
The typical range 
of fats that we 
prescribe fall 
anywhere from 20 
to 35 percent of 
total calories.

Here’s how to get started
on your plan

Here’s how to get started
on your plan

Finding where you fit 
into this spectrum will 
be determined by 
the following:

What is your training age? 
If you’ve been training for 
a while and you don’t have 
tons of body fat to lose, 
you’ll fall on the lower end 
of this spectrum (around 
20%). If you’re relatively 
new to training and have 
more body fat to lose, you 
will start on the higher 
end of the spectrum (35%).

What does your previous 
dietary history look like? 
For instance, if you are 
someone who has dieted 
Paleo (low-carb) for years, 
you shouldn’t immediately 
jump to a low-fat/high-carb 
diet right away. It’s better 
to transition slowly.

Once you establish the 
percentage of your daily 
calories that will come from 
fat, divide this number by 
9 to determine how many 
of grams of fat you will 
consume on a daily basis.
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After determining 
your daily caloric 
need, PROTEIN 
will be the first 
macronutrient to 
consider. To 
determine your 
protein intake, 
start with a baseline 
of 1 gram of protein 
per pound of body 
weight. People 
who are obese 
and looking to lose 
weight will want to 
start with 1 gram of 
protein per pound 
of lean body mass.

Begin with 
CALORIES. You 
can determine 
your daily caloric 
needs by either 
tracking or using 
a formula.

CARBOHYDRATES 
are the final piece 
of the puzzle. By 
knowing your 
protein and fat 
macros, you 
can easily figure 
out the number of 
carbs you will need 
to consume to hit 
your caloric goal. 

1 2 3 4



First, take your target protein number (in grams) 
and multiply it by 4, which will determine your 
daily number of calories from protein.

Then, take your target fat number (in grams) 
and multiply it by 9: this will determine your 
daily number of calories from fat. 

Add these two numbers together, then 
subtract this sum from the total number 
calories assessed in step 1, and voila: the 
difference is the number of calories you need 
to consume from carbohydrates. 

Divide this number by 4, and you will have 
the number of grams for your 
carbohydrate macronutrient.

Example: Suppose you are a 200 pound male.
Calories: Using a formula established in the 
Calories section, we multiply your body 
weight by 14 to arrive at your total number 
of daily calories.

here’s how to do this:

PROTEIN: 1 gram of protein per 
pound of body weight = 200 grams 
of protein. 200 x 4 = 800 calories  
from protein.

Overall macro prescription: 
200 grams of protein, 285 grams of 
carbs, 95 grams of fat

Important note: This is a starting 
prescription only, and will need to be 
updated frequently to ensure 
consistent progress. 

FAT: 30% of calories from fat = 2400 x 
0.3 = 840 calories from fat. 840 ÷ 9 = 
93.33 grams of fat (we will round up to 
95 for the purposes of this example)

CARBOHYDRATES: 800 calories from 
protein + 855 calories from fat = 1655 
calories. 2800 total calories - 1655 
calories from fat and protein = 1145 
calories from carbs. 1145 ÷ 4 = 286.25 
grams of carbs (we will round down to 
285 for the purposes of this example)

200 X 14 = 2800 DAILY CALORIES
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Protein: Make sure to get in a 
large portion at each meal and 

to have a few high protein 
snacks between meals. You 

might consider still weighing 
and measuring your protein.

Fruits/Veggies: Enjoy some fruit 
and 2-3 handfuls of veggies at 

every meal. The more colors and 
varieties, the better!

Well-Rounded Meals: Aim at 
every meal to have a big 

portion of protein, a carb, a fat, 
fiber, a fruit, and a vegetable.

Fiber: Include lots of high-fiber 
foods, such as avocados, berries, 
oatmeal, beans, lentils, high-fiber 

breads/tortillas/bagels, etc.

Match Food Choices to 
Activity Levels: While we 

don't subscribe to the "earn your 
carbs" mentality, different 

activity levels are going to call 
for different needs.

Be Consistent: Try to eat at 
the same time every day on a 

consistent schedule. Your 
body loves consistency!

Prioritize Food Quality: 
Processed and packaged foods 

are often engineered to override 
our natural hunger cues, and 

difficult to stop eating. Aim for 
mostly real whole foods!

Be Mindful: Eat slowly. Eat to be 
satisfied, but not stuffed. Put your 
fork down between bites. Chew 

your food. Before eating, pause to 
ask if you’re actually hungry. 

Craving Something: Eat it 
and enjoy it, just don't eat 

the entire bag! Consider splitting 
a dessert with someone. 

200 X 14 = 2800 DAILY CALORIES
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MINDFUL EATINGMINDFUL EATING
While you won’t need to measure macros + weigh your food forever, I tracking your macros for 
even a few months; time is extremely helpful in developing education and a better understanding 
around food.

Once you’ve adapt at tracking macros you can consider a more mindful approach to eating.  
It is harder to jump right into eating mindfully and intentionally if you don’t have previous 
understanding, experience, and education with your around food and your body from 
tracking for a time.
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BENEFITS 
OF WATER

"Fluid losses occur 
continuously, from skin 
evaporation, breathing, 
urine, and stool, and these 
losses must be replaced 
daily for good health.” 

We recommend you drink 
a minimum of 1 gallon of 
water a day. This is a 
MUST! 

Think of drinking water as 
a marathon, not a sprint - 
you have to drink it 
throughout the entire day 
instead of chugging it all 
at night.

We all know water is 
beneficial, but do you 
know exactly what it can 
do for you?

Keep track of how much 
water you are consuming 
each day and track what 
changes you are feeling in 
your body. They might be 
subtle at first, but in the 
long run, your body will 
thank you.

Aids In Digestion – We 
all know how important 

digestion and regularity are 
for a healthy body. Water 

promotes a healthy digestive 
tract, which can reduce your risk 
of many different gut disorders.

Boosts Immune System – A 
person who drinks more water is 
less likely to get sick because of 
their improved immune system. 

Instead of reacting to the flu/cold 
with medicine, help prevent them 
by increasing your water intake.

Natural Headache Remedy – 
Some headaches are caused 

by dehydration. Can you 
guess the remedy for those?? 

Water can also help relieve 
and prevent back pain!

Puts You in a Good Mood – 
Increased water consumption 
has been shown to help your 
body function at its very best. 
This will make you feel great 
and increase your happiness.

Increases Energy & Relieves 
Fatigue – Did you know that 

our brains are almost 90% 
water? Increasing your water 

intake will help your brain 
function at a higher level. 

This will increase alertness, 
concentration and energy levels.

Promotes Weight Loss – 
Drinking a glass of water before a 

meal can help control appetite 
and help you from overeating. 

Water also helps remove 
by-products of fat and revs up 

your metabolism.

Flushes Out Toxins – Getting 
rid of waste through sweat 
and urination can improve 

your overall gut health. It can also 
limit your  risk of urinary tract 
infections and kidney stones.

Improves Skin Complexion – 
Water is one of the best ways to 
keep your skin looking young, 

soft and smooth. It can even help 
get rid of those pesky wrinkles! 

Water is one of the best 
anti-aging treatments around!



supplements
Supplements are just that: they should be a supplement to an already healthy diet.  
The first priority should be eating the right kinds of foods and then adding in any 
needed additional supplements.

Having said that, the following is a list of the Q Sciences supplements we recommend. 
Make sure you consult your healthcare professional before taking any new supplements.
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An essential for a healthy 
weight management 
program. This product is 
great if you’re trying to 
burn fat, curb appetite, 
and boost energy.*

+ Reduces carbohydrate 
absorption*

+ Suppresses appetite & helps 
breakdown fat*

+ Works to increase fat burning*

+ Supports metabolism and 
converts fat into energy*

+ Boosts energy*

+ Helps balance blood sugar, 
promotes lean mass*

This product is designed 
as a natural alternative for 
anyone that experiences 
diminished mobility, 
stiffness and discomfort. 
Supports a healthy 
body response to chronic 
inflammation and 
associated aches 
and pains.*

+ Potent inflammation reducer 
and powerful antioxidant*

+ Decrease soreness*

+ Defend against free radicals 
and enhance cell recovery*

+ Provide a healthy 
inflammation response 
and comfort*

+ Protect against excess 
inflammation and neutralize 
oxidative stress*

+ Maximize nutrient absorption 
and boost overall health*

Gut health is a must! 
This product is great for 
helping to normalize 
digestion and provides 
a gentle detox*

+ Normalizes intestinal flora

+ May enhance immune 
functions*

+ Helps improve mineral 
absorption*

+ Shown to provide competitive 
inhibition of bad bacteria*

+ May provide relief of lactose 
intolerance symptoms*

+ Helps to relieve digestive 
discomfort such as gas 
and bloating*

+ Assists in breaking
down food*

Q TRIM Q ALIGN Q BIOTICS TOTAL
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A daily micronutrient 
complex including fully 
methylated B vitamins, 
chelated minerals, and 
amino acids. This trade –  
secret blend delivers 
maximum absorption 
and essential nutritional 
support at the cellular 
level for total body and 
brain health*

+ Supports whole-body health 
at a cellular level*

+ Supports cognitive function 
and brain health*

+ Increases energy production*

+ Optimized absorption for 
best results*

With fiber, digestive 
enzymes, and pre & 
probiotics, EQ will keep 
your body running 
smoother than ever. 
EQ also contains 
mood-lifting B vitamins 
to help chase away those 
weight loss blues.*

+ Controls hunger and cravings 
for hours*

+ Fights insulin resistance*

+ Targets abdominal fat*

+ Helps prevent starch 
absorption*

+ Digestive enzymes, pre & 
probiotics, and fiber for 
digestive support*

+ Vegan, no soy, no dairy, no 
added sugar*

A delicious and powerful 
punch of ultra-pure, 
fast-absorbing whey 
protein to support muscle 
growth and recovery from 
exercise. Q ULTRA LEAN 
is the ultimate product 
for becoming and 
staying Q FIT!*

+ Supports muscle recovery and 
protein synthesis after training*

+ Proper supply of protein for 
healthy body composition*

+ 0g of sugar and 4g of carbs in 
each delicious serving*

+ Only 120 calories per serving*

Q MAX PREMIUM EQ COMPLETE 
MEAL SHAKES

Q ULTRA LEAN
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Perfect for all-day energy 
or as a pre workout! This 
well-balanced blend of 
natural sources of caffeine, 
chia seed oil, amino acids, 
and supportive nutrients 
fuel all-day healthy energy 
to your brain and 
throughout your body 
for better mental and 
physical performance.*

+ Boosts physical and 
mental energy*

+ Increases nitric oxide for 
enhanced blood flow*

+ Reduces muscle soreness 
after a workout*

+ Improves mood and enhances 
cognitive function*

Great for a quick, 
convenient metabolic 
boost! Q BOOST provides 
essential nutrients that 
help the body balance 
and regulate the metabolic 
system. Its convenient 
oral spray delivery 
method makes it simple 
to boost anywhere.*

+ Increases metabolism*

+ Suppresses appetite*

+ Helps the body recover 
quickly from exercise*

+ Provides additional 
nutritional support*

Formulated with 5000 IUs 
of pharmaceutical grade 
vitamin D3 per serving, 
Q D3 is an innovative 
and effective way to 
supplement your Vitamin 
D3 intake. Without 
adequate levels of Vitamin 
D3, most people are
not functioning at their 
physical and 
mental potential.*

+ Helps the body absorb 
calcium for the formation of 
strong, healthy bones*

+ Supports metabolic function*

+ Activates the immune system 
to function more effectively 
against common viruses*

+ Provides additional 
nutritional support*

Q SPORT Q BOOST SPRAY Q D3 SPRAY



Final Thoughts
Nutrition is so simple, and yet so, so 
complicated. It’s not that this is difficult 
to understand; it’s the application, 
adherence, and implementation that 
are tough!

Humans are social creatures that love 
eating out, chasing fun experiences, 
spending time with friends and family, 
bonding over drinks, and traveling. We 
all have different values and preferences 
when it comes to the foods we eat, the 
ways we exercise and enjoy being active, 
and the way we live life.

Each of us are unique creatures with 
differing backgrounds when it comes 
to our relationships with food, exercise, 
and lifestyle. What works for 
one person may not work for 
another, which is why it’s important 
to truly understand YOUR 
non-negotiables, where you’re currently 
at, and where you are trying to go.

We are firm believers that education and 
understanding are key to lasting change 
and implementation. It’s a lot easier to be 
compliant and do something when you 
understand WHY you’re doing it.

We hope this nutrition guide has given 
you enough information and tools to 
jumpstart your journey to better health, 
no matter where you are on the path.

We wish you all the best!
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For any questions, please email or 
message through the MyQFIT app. 


